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ABSTRACT 

The switched reluctance motor can be used in generation mode by selecting the firing angles of the 

phases. Switched reluctance generators have been identified as a potential option for military 

aircraft, variable speed wind turbine and automotive electric power systems. Switched reluctance 

generator (SRG) has various desirable features which include simple and solid structure, easiness 

of maintenance, small moment of rotor inertia and low cost. 

This paper presents detailed transient characteristics of a 6/2 cylindrical stator switched reluctance 

generator (SRG) through experimental observation. The results are computed from the transient 

analysis equations. The computed results are presented to validate the effectiveness.  Due to highly 

nonlinear characteristics of (SRG), iterative simulation of the generator model on the range of 

parameters and control variables has been used. 

Maximization of (SRG) output power has been addressed in this paper. Phase self-inductance, 

phase voltage switching angles, DC excitation voltage level and shaft speed of the generator have 

been identified as control variables affecting output power. Depending on the application each one 

can be defined as control variable. 

يسةمه   ذة ا  –محرك الممانعة المغناطيسةة النضىةي يم ةس اسةمه امو  مبلة  ضاهميةار ابايةا املةعا  لمجهةا  ا ب ةو 
يمميةةا ذةة ا المبلةة   –المبلةة   ضةة ي  لةةبد لمبلةة ا  الطةةايرا  الحرضيةةة بمرضينةةا  الريةةاو ممغيةةر  السةةر ة بالمر ضةةا  

جعىةب الة بار ب ة لك لجةة م جهمةو م يقة   ذة ا الضحة  ضضساطة المر يب بسهبلة الصيانة بصغر  ا  القصةبر الة امي ل
مهاصي  الهباص امنمقالية لمبل  مس ذ ا النبع ضع   سمة ألطاب في  ىب ثاضة  اسةطباني بلطضةيس فةي  ىةب  ايةر 

أ رية   جيةةو المحجةةير  الرياىةةية مةس معةةا م  الحةةام  امنمقاليةة بمةة  حسةةاب هةةباص ا  ا   –مةس النةةبع الضةةارا 
بلجحصةب   جةي أ ضةر لة ر  هةرن مم نةة مة    -قياسا  المعمجية المي أ    سرمة المحجير  الرياىةية بمقارنمها ضال

 مة راسة مأثير لي  ممغيرا  المح   المهمجه

Keywords: Reluctance generator, Generator control, Wind energy generator, Aircraft generator, 

Automotive generator, Variable speed generator 
 

1. INTRODUCTION  

The switched reluctance machine has been 

studied extensively during the last years [l-7]. The 

machine can be applied not only as a motor, but also 

as a generator [2-6]. The switched reluctance 

generator (SRG) system consists of the switched 

reluctance generator, the power converter and the 

controller. The (SRG) has desirable features 

including simple and solid construction, easiness of 

maintenance, small moment of inertia and low cost. 

This is because the (SRG) has no rotor windings and 

no permanent magnet. The solid rotor construction is 

useful for ultra high speed generator such as a micro 

gas turbine generator. On the other hand, simple 

structure and small moment of inertia suit a low 

speed multi-polar generator for use in wind turbine 

generation [3, 4, 11]. Several papers have reported on 

the application of switched reluctance machine to a 

generator [1 - 13].  

The (SRG) is an attractive solution for worldwide 

increasing demand of electrical energy. It is low cost, 

fault tolerant with a rugged structure and operates 

with high efficiency over a wide speed range. Merits 

of using SRG have been proved for some 

applications like starter/generator for gas turbine of 

aircrafts [1,2,5], windmill generator [3, 4] and as an 

alternator for automotive applications [5]. The major 

issue in the stand-alone generator is power-density 

maximization, that is, maximum power output for a 

given power rating. In other words, minimal sizing 

and lighter weight in the same rated machine are the 

most important factors. Thus, understanding 

characteristics of (SRG) for maximization of output 

power of generator in design and control is an 

important point for utilizing it for more and more 

applications. Generating mode of switched reluctance 

machine has been one of the research topics recently 

[1-4]. In [6], Principle of operation of (SRG) has 

been presented and the necessity for closed loop 

control is proved. In [7], the control of excitation of 
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(SRG) for maximum efficiency at single pulse mode 

of operation has been presented. Turn on and turn off 

angles are defined as control variables. Turn on angle 

is set based on the output power and the turn off 

angle is selected to achieve optimal efficiency at each 

power level and speed. 

Closed-loop control of a switched reluctance 

machine is difficult because of the severe nonlinear 

magnetic properties. To control the applied DC 

excitation voltage of a SRG, an application of 

linearising control based on an inverse machine 

model has been presented in [2]. Other methods like 

tolerance band controller and PI controller can be 

also applied [4], but the design of the controllers 

depend closely on the precise characteristics of the 

machine. In recent years fuzzy logic control has been 

used in motor drive systems, such as induction servo 

drive and even in switched reluctance motor [7]. The 

design of fuzzy logic control is based on linguistic 

rules, which depend more on expert knowledge of the 

designer instead on the precise characteristics of the 

machine [7].  

In this paper, cylindrical stator 6/2 switched 

reluctance generator shown in Fig.1 is investigated. 

 

Fig. 1 Construction of the (SRG) 
 

The generator has been built to execute practical 

experiments. Stator is chosen to be cylindrical sheet 

poles, not salient poles. Stator is consisted of six 

poles. Each two opposite poles construct one phase. 

So, the stator consists of three phases A, B and C. 

There is 60
o
 space angle between each phase and its 

adjacent phase. The rotor has two salient poles 

without any winding. The rotor length has the same 

lamination length of stator. In order to decrease the 

harmonics of stator slots, the rotor is skewed by 

stator slot pitch as shown in Fig. 1. 

2. OFDM SYSTEM MODEL CONVERTER 

TOPOLOGY 

SRG drive Converter, should be able to 

magnetize phase coils, retrieve the generated power 

and demagnetize the phase coils in each cycle. An 

initial converter topology for this purpose is half 

bridge inverter [6, 8, 10] as shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2 Classical converter topology 
 

Figure 3 shows a conventional excitation circuit 

of the SR generator using an asymmetry half bridge 

converter (AHBC). In this converter, one diode is 

removed from the initial converter. The opposed two 

transistors turn on and turn off at the same moment 

against the appropriate rotor position angle. The 

stator pole is excited and its winding current 

increases when the transistors turn on. When the 

transistors turn off, the current flows through the 

external load resistance RL and the generated electric 

power is supplied to the load resistance [8, 10, 13]. 

 

Fig. 3 An asymmetry half bridge converter 
 

The circuit of AHBC is somewhat complicate 

because AHBC needs two transistors and two diodes 

per phase. In order to reduce the number of the 

devices, a suppression resistor converter (SCR) is 

presented [13]. 

Figure 4 shows a circuit configuration of the 

reduced devices converter. Figure 5 shows an 

explanation of the circuit operation of the reduced 

devices converter per phase. When the transistor 
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turns on, the stator phase is excited. The current 

flows through the load resistance when the transistor 

turns off. 

 

Fig. 4 Reduced devices converter 
 

 

(a) Exciting mode.          (b) Generating mode. 

Fig. 5 Circuit operation of the converter 
 

When the controllable switches are closed, 

current builds in the SRG phase winding. For 

generator operation, excitation generally begins near 

the aligned position for relatively low-speed 

operation. The excitation is often advanced with 

increasing speed so that excitation begins before the 

aligned position. This is analogous to the advance 

introduced in the control of the SRG. After the 

controllable switches are turned off, more energy is 

returned to the source than was provided for 

excitation. 

In the converters of Figs. 2, 3, 4; the load currents 

will be overlapped and the higher current switches 

off the lower currents. For continuity of load phases 

current and higher load power, the load resistance is 

divided on the three phase as shown in Fig. 6.  

 

Fig. 6 Divided load resistance 

The converter topology of Fig. 6 is used in the 

analysis and computed characteristics of this work. 

 

3. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

3.1. Generator Voltage Equation 

The voltage equation for each phase (V ph ) of 

SRG is given [4, 5,  9, 10, 12] by 

V ph  =   I ph  R ph  + {  d λ  /  d t  }                     (1) 

If the effects of saturation are neglected this 

expression can be rewritten as: 

 

V ph = I ph  R ph +{ d (L ph I ph) /d t }                 (2) 

 

In generation mode of the operation (2) can be 

modified to the following form in which the even 

symmetry of the inductance profile is taken into 

account. 

V ph  = I ph  R ph + { L ph (d I ph  / d t )}  + 

              { I ph  (d L ph  / d t) }   or 

 

V ph  =  I ph R ph +{ L ph (d I ph  / d t )} + 

             { I ph (dL ph/dθ) (dθ/dt) } and 

 

V ph  =I ph R ph +{ L ph (d I ph / d t )} + 

              { ω I ph (dL ph/dθ) }                 (3) 

 

Where Vph , I ph , Lph , θ, ω  and R ph stand for 

phase voltage, phase current, phase inductance, rotor 

position angle with respect to the axis of phase A, 

speed and stator resistance, respectively. 

Thus; 

V ph  =I ph R ph  +  E S +  E R                              (4) 

 

Where; The self e.m.f. (ES) is 

 

E S = L ph (d I ph  / d t )                                     (5) 

 

And the rotational e.m.f. (ER) is 

 

E R  =  ω I ph (dL ph/dθ)                                    (6) 

 

3.2. Calculation of Generator Torque 

The generator torque is obtained from the effect 

of direct current passing on stator phases and the 

changing of rotor reluctance. The instantaneous value 

of torque is proportional with square of instantaneous 

current also with rate of phase inductance variation 

with respect to rotor angle (dL / dθ); or the 

inductance curve deviation with rotor angle θ. When 
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this inductance derivation is positive, the torque is 

positive which lead to rotor rotation in motoring 

mode. But if the inductance derivation is negative, 

the torque will be negative, which needs the prime 

mover to push the rotor to rotate in the same 

direction of motoring rotation. 

The instantaneous value of generator torque, 

resulting from each of three phases is determined as 

follows [1, 5, 9, 13]; 

TA = 0.5 IA
2
  d LA / dθ                                      (7) 

TB = 0.5 IB
2
  d LB / dθ                                       (8) 

TC = 0.5 IC
2
  d LC / dθ                                      (9) 

 

The instantaneous generator total torque (Ttotal) is 

Ttotal = TA + TB  + TC                                      (10) 

3.3. Phase Inductance Calculation 

The experimental generator phase self inductance 

is measured at different phase currents to give its 

variation due to rotor saliency. Neglecting the effect 

of saturation on the values of inductance, a suitable 

mean curve for each phase inductance is shown in 

Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7 Variation of generator inductances with rotor 

position 

From this figure, the variation of inductance with 

rotor angle is nearly sinusoidal wave added to a 

constant value. Thus, the self inductance for each 

phase is determined from the following equations  

 

LA=Lq + Lo + Lo cos (2θ )                              (11) 

LB=Lq + Lo + Lo cos (2(θ +2θ s))                   (12) 

LC=Lq + Lo + Lo cos (2(θ + θ s))                    (13) 

Where;  

Lo  =  ( Ld – Lq ) / 2 ; 

 

Ld is the stator phase inductance at aligned 

position; 

Lq is the stator phase inductance at unaligned 

position. 

 

The derivation of phases inductance with respect 

to rotor position will be; 

dLA / d θ = - 2 Lo sin (2θ)                              (14) 

dLB / d θ = - 2 Lo sin (2(θ +2θ s))                   (15) 

dLC / d θ = - 2 Lo sin (2(θ + θ s))                   (16) 

Where; θs is the angle between each two sequential 

stator phases = 60 degree. 

3.4. Phase Current Calculation 

The instantaneous value of stator phase excitation 

current ( I ph ) during the excitation period is 

determined from the following equation [11]; 

I ph  =  I max  [ 1 – e 
- ( t / 

τ
 )
 ]                           (17) 

Where; 

I max = ( V ph – E R ) / R ph                             (18) 

 

When the rotor angle (θ) is zero, the rotor will be 

aligned with the axis of phase (A). The phase (A) 

will be switched off, its current (ILA) will be 

decreased through the load resistance and calculated 

by; 

I LA = If   e 
- (   t

A
 /  τ 

A  
)
                                     (19) 

Where; 

If  is the higher instantaneous value of excitation 

current; 
t
A  is the time from the instant of phase (A) 

switched off ; 

τ
 
A  is the electrical time constant at any value of 

rotor angle; or 

τ A  = L A /  R 

The time (t) is calculated at any value of (θ), 

starting from θ = 0  by; 

t  =  θ  /  ( 6 N )                                               (20) 

Where; N is the rotor speed. 

 

The phase (B) will be switched on at a chosen 

angle alfa ( B) measured from the zero angle of (θ). 

The excitation current of phase (B) is calculated 

by; 

I exB  =  I max  [ 1 – e 
- ( t

B
 / τ

 B 
)
 ]                          (21) 

Where; 
t
 B  is the time from the instant of phase (B) 

switched on ; 

τ B  is the electrical time constant at any value of 

rotor angle; or 

τ
 
B  = L B /  R 

When the rotor is aligned with the axis of phase 

(B), its phase is switched off. The current of phase 

(B) is decayed through the load resistance. This 

current (IB) is calculated by; 

I LB = If   e 
- (   t

B
 /  τ 

B  
)
                                       (22) 
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After phase (B) is switched off, the phase (C) is 

switched on at a chosen rotor angle ( C) measured 

from the axis of phase (B) to flow the excitation 

current of phase (C). 

The excitation current of phase (C) is calculated 

by; 

I exC  =  I max  [ 1 – e 
- ( t

C
 / τ

 C 
)
 ]                         (23) 

When the rotor is aligned with the axis of phase 

(C), its phase is switched off. The current of phase 

(C) is decayed through the load resistance. This 

current (ILC) is calculated by; 

ILC = If   e 
- (   t

C
 /  τ 

C  
)
                                         (24) 

After phase (C) is switched off, the phase (A) is 

switched on at a chosen rotor angle ( A) measured 

from the axis of phase (C) to flow the excitation 

current of phase (A). 

The excitation current of phase (A) is calculated 

by; 

I exA  =  I max  [ 1 – e 
- ( t

A
 / τ

 A 
)
 ]                         (25) 

3.5. Calculation of Generator Power and 

Efficiency 

The instantaneous value of generator excitation 

power Pex is determined at any value of θ from the 

following equation: 

Pex =  V ph  ( IexA + IexB  + IexC )                       (26) 

The input mechanical power to the generator (P m ) is 

calculated by; 

P m  =  Ttotal ( 2  N / 60 )                                (27) 

The generator output power to the load (PO) is 

calculated by; 

PO  = ( I LA
2
 R L ) + ( I LB

2
 R L ) +  

          ( I LC
2
 R L )                         (28) 

The generator efficiency ( η) is calculated by; 

η  =  PO  / ( P ex + P m )                                    (29) 

 

4. TRANSIENT CHARACTERISTICS 

Equations (1-29) are used to compute the 

transient characteristics of the SRG in the following 

figures.  

The DC excitation voltage is 250 V, and 

generator speed is 1000 r.p.m. with load resistance 

per phase of 20 Ohm. Figure 8 shows the variation of 

phase currents with rotor angle at different values of  

 . For   = 0, the phase (B) current is started at  θ = 

0. This current will be higher, with peak value at θ = 

60.  Increasing the value of , leads to decreasing the 

phase current ( excitation and load currents). 

Increasing , leads to decreasing the conduction 

period. The peak values of  load current, load voltage 

and load power are decreased. 

For phase (B) and thus other phases (C, A), the 

rotational e.m.f. (ERB) and phase torque (TB) are 

equal to zero at the switched on angles, due to zero 

phase current.  The values of (ERB) and (TB) are 

positive through positive (dLB/dθ). At switched off 

angles, (ERB) and (TB) are  equal to zero due to the 

zero value of (dLB/dθ). Negative values of (ERB) and 

(TB), due to negative (dLB/dθ). 
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Fig. 8 Variation of phases currents with rotor angle at 

different values of   
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Fig. 9 Variation of excitation current with rotor angle 

at different values of   
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Fig. 10 Variation of load currents with rotor angle at 

different values of   
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Fig. 11 Variation of load voltages with rotor angle at 

different values of   
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Fig. 12 Variation of rotational e.m.f. with rotor angle 

at different values of   

 

At the switched on angles, the self e.m.f. for 

phases (B), (C)and (A),  is a high positive value due 

to the high positive slop (dIB / dt) as shown in Fig. 

13. Through the excitation period, variation of both 

phase inductance and positive slop (dIB / dt), leads to 

positive variable values of self e.m.f. Through the 

loading period, the slop (dIB / dt) is negative and thus 

self e.m.f. is negative.  
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Fig. 13 Variation of self e.m.f. with rotor angle at 

different values of   
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Fig. 14 Variation of phases torque with rotor angle at 

different values of   
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Fig. 15 Variation of total torque with rotor angle at 

different values of   
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Fig. 16 Variation of output power with rotor angle at 

different values of   

 

Input power is the summation of excitation power 

and the negative value of mechanical power due to 

generating operation. Excitation power is larger than 

mechanical power due to this low speed (1000 r.p.m.) 

operation. Speed increasing of this generator to its 

conventional speed (about 20000 r.p.m.) causes an 

increasing of prime mover mechanical power than 

excitation power. The generator efficiency is high at 

switching on angle and decreased through the 

switching on period. Increasing the value of α leads 

to efficiency decreasing as shown in Fig. 18. 
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Fig. 17 Variation of input power with rotor angle at 

different values of   
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Fig. 18 Variation of generator efficiency with rotor 

angle at different values of   
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Fig. 19 Variation of mechanical power with rotor 

angle at different values of   
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Fig. 20 Variation of excitation power with rotor 

angle at different values of   

5. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 

Generator transient characteristics are 

experimentally measured to verify the computed 

characteristics. Figures 21, 22 shows the wave forms 

of load and phase currents at 125, 500 r.p.m. with 

=0. 

The effect of switching on angle () variation on 

the wave forms of load and phase currents at 500 

r.p.m is shown in Figs. 23 to 25. 

  

Fig. 21 Wave forms of load Current (Up) and phase 

current (Down) at  = 0 , N = 125 r.p.m., Vph = 30 V 

 

 

Fig. 22 Wave forms of load Current (Up) and phase 

current (Down) at  = 0 , N = 500 r.p.m., Vph = 30 V 

 

 

Fig. 23 Wave forms of load Current (Up) and phase 

current (Down) at  = 15, N=500 r.p.m., Vph= 30 V 
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Figs. 24 Wave forms of load Current (Up) and phase 

current (Down) at  = 30, N=500 r.p.m., Vph = 30 V 

 

 

Fig. 25 Wave forms of load Current (Up) and phase 

current (Down) at  = 45, N=500 r.p.m., Vph = 30 V 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

More accurate simulation of generator phase self 

inductance when its variation is approximated by a 

sinusoidal wave instead of triangular shape added to 

a constant value. It is preferred to reduce the switch 

on period to decrease the excitation power.  

The result of this investigation into the nature of 

the excitation of the SRG has been presented. 

Detailed generator transient characteristics have been 

obtained from the corresponding computed analysis.      

Measured phase current and load current wave forms 

taken on the experimental SRG are presented to 

verify the theoretical results. 

Output power and its rate of change depend on 

the operating speed, switching on angle and 

excitation voltage. Optimal turn on angle is on the 

increasing slope of phase self-inductance, and 

optimal turn off angle is on the aligned value of 

phase self-inductance. 

The prototype built and the results obtained 

confirm that the mathematical analysis is accurate.  

The cylindrical stator of the built generator is more 

simple and conventional in the manufacturing 

process. 
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APPENDIX 

Experimental Machine Parameters 

Rph = 4 Ohm 

R L = 20 Ohm 

L d  = 0.29  Henary 

L q  = 0.09  Henary 

Stator Phases = 3 

Stator Cylindrical Poles = 6 

Rotor Salient Poles = 2 
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